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To all youth whos young life was cut short due to
toxic drug poisonings, You are missed 

You were failed by our government due to
Drug and harm reduction policies that excluded youth 

To the youth who are fighting & advocating to have
your voice heard and a seat at Drug policy, Decrim and

"safe supply" tables, dont give up Keep fighting  
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Introduction 1

Youth use drugs. Why do we not accept this fact? Is it because we,

as a society, feel like denying harm reduction services to young

people will make them think, “Well, guess I won't be using drugs.”

Is it because we think that we need to "save” them? In reality,

youth as young as 11 and 12 are shooting up. We can't deny these

harsh truths. We can't deny youth harm reduction services and

education because we think that by not providing them with

supplies they won't use, or that by giving them honest drug

education they’ll be more curious and tempted to use drugs. Why

are we so afraid of keeping youth safe when it comes to youth

who use drugs? Fear based messaging is harmful and unsafe.1 2

Youth are complex, unique and resilient. We need to allow youth

to make their own choices when it comes to services or resources.

This is why we need to truly meet them where they are at, not

where we want them to be.

In 2022 we lost 34 youth under 19 due to toxic drug poisonings.

These deaths could have been prevented if youth had better

access to harm reduction services and or a Youth dedicated

overdose prevention site. We're almost 7 years into the toxic

drug poisoning crisis and little has been done for youth who use

drugs in relation to harm reduction services. The BC government

has always focused on preventive measures for youth. The BC

government for a second time attempted to push a bill that

would involuntarily locked up youth who overdose. It had many

names: Secure care, Youth Overdose Bill, mandated care, etc. This

bill would have seen many more youth dying; it would have

stripped youth of their right to consent and autonomy.

http://tfy.drugsense.org/uicstud.htm
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1448384/


Introduction CONT 2
 Evidence has shown that forced treatment does more harm than

good  Youth who already have don't have trust in the health

care system this would of prevented more youth to not accessing

health care due to their fear of being locked up, having a MCFD

report done inappropriately or prematurely or their fear of

police mistreatment if they call 911 for a friend who is

overdosing. Now, don't get us wrong, involuntarily care is

sometimes needed for a small number of youth (If they have

proper support in place like a supportive home, support team)—
but not all. Bill 22 was scrapped, but this victory was short

lived because we learned that Directions Youth Detox,

Vancouver’s only youth social detox, was being closed. Social

detox, in the context of Directions detox, was effective because

it went beyond the medicalized model, and truly met youth where

they were at not where we think they should be at.

In this report, we’re offering up knowledge produced by young

drug users—the people most affected by drug policy—that

should be taken into account in harm reduction services to

better meet the needs of youth who use drugs. We hope this gives

a voice to youth who have been left out of official

conversations about drug policy, decriminalization, and a

medicalized safe supply of drugs. Youth voices need to be heard,

and what they say needs to translate into actual change. This

report will engage youth from the very start to finish. We will

consult a variety of youth with different life experiences, i.e.

youth who use drugs, youth in recovery, street involved youth,

and people who have aged out of youth services.

https://www.cmaj.ca/content/cmaj/190/41/E1219.full.pdf


Harsh truths  
Age restrictions at a SCS SIS or OPS are dangerous and harmful and are
telling youth their life is not worth it. They are created to protect your
service from any liability if a youth ends up injured or dies which we know
no one has died using an ops or sis

Yes, we don't want a 11 or 12 year old to be using drugs or shooting up but
reality is they are and the safest place for them to get education around
how to safely inject is at an Ops or sis

We often can't tell if someone uses drugs, with youth, they often get
crafty in hiding drug use cause as we all have secrets things we don't want
people to know for fear of been judged or in trouble for
When a youth or anyone comes to an OPS or safe injection site they know
why they are there. It's rare that someone comes into one as a first timer.

Denying someone access is putting them into a situation of using unsafely.
Which often means them using a used sharp, cooker and probably unsterile
water which puts them at risk of infections, hep c and HIV and sometimes
death from not known what it was used for last

They become ashamed and feel judged when denied access to HR services
which often results in them using alone, thinking they are denied from all
HR services somewhere hidden like parking garages and not talk about
using drugs 
Denying youth access to Harm Reduction services is saying youth lives don't
matter, they don't need the same care and respect as adults 

Just cause a youth uses drugs doesn't mean they are incapable to make
decisions for themselves or consent to things 
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Youth harm reduction
services policy draft
For youth that use illicit substances it's a
complicated issue that many don't think is

important to talk about or should be talked about
due to the fact that youth using drugs is taboo.
Parents and caregivers often don't think it could
happen to their child which usually results in the
youth not having been able to open up and be

honest about their drug use which often results in
youth using alone and in secret.

No one ever talks about keeping youth safe when
it comes to youth who use drugs 

This is why when creating harm reduction services
or education it needs to be done with youth from
the very start to implement the needs they have

and are wanting to see.
These are some thoughts that came up from youth
about having a youth harm reduction site/drop in

space 
-Be place where youth will be heard and respected

Suggestions and ideas from youth will be
implemented where applicable 

-Having Youth peer workers who are folks who are
still using and those in recovery, those housed and

those living on the streets
-Youth by youth model in terms of design for

space & guidelines for the space
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-Having staff understand that this is a youth
space and give them what they need cause not

doing so can cause harm
-The harm reduction site that would be

specifically youth only needs to be in an easily
accessible location, ground floor but with a

semi private entrance, also could be integrated
into youth service. 

-Harm reduction sites should have a drop in
space of its own where youth would be able

to take a break from the streets for a bit. Eat,
hydrate and shower. 

-Youth clothing donation room stocked with
socks, tampons and Pads etc. 

-The harm reduction site should include a youth
specific overdose prevention site or episodic

overdose prevention for youth to have
somewhere safe to use

-Creating youth friendly environment so
incorporating ideas and art from the youth who

will be accessing the space.
-Harm reduction education and best practice
workshops around 'safe IV use' 'stimulant

safety' 'Naloxone training' 'dealing with police'
and others suggested by the youth

youth Harm reduction
services Policy Cont
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-Harm reduction supplies are giving out with
best practice from BCCDC HR policy

 
-Age "cut off" should be discussed and

discussed with youth to determine what they
think is best  

Youth brought up anywhere between 25-30
with transition plans in place 2 years before
they "age out". This would give time for a

proper 'age out' and ensure they are connected
with the appropriate services needed.

No youth that is "Aging out" will be left without
proper connection to services needed 

Anyone who has "Aged out" will still be able to
access supplies and food 

 
Its important to remember youth use drugs and
should be giving the same dignity and services

as adults. 
 
 

youth Harm reduction
services Policy Cont
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Youth most important
needs 

Youth would be able to access crisis supports in person
hopefully 24/7

-1-1 support with peers, counseling, and crisis management
-Having food (granola bars, snack packs etc.) & Juice and

water available to encourage youth to eat & hydrate
-Outreach programs to deliver supplies to youth & on
call service to drop off supplies also reaching out to

youth who may not be comfortable coming into the space 
-Wound care if needed

-Access to other resources like health care,
treatment(What ever that looks like to them) and mental

health supports
-Be able to make referrals for safe supply for both

stimulants and opioids 
-Drug testing via strips 

-Making sure older adults who try to enter are referred
to another agency or staff can offer to bring supplies to

them
-Parents group to understand harm reduction practices

and education if needed 
-A place where youth will be heard and respected

-There ideas will be implemented
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When we asked youth what would an youth
specific overdose prevention site would look like
this is what ideas they came up with

A youth specific OPS would run just like other OPS
just with a focus on youth.

-The Youth OPS will make sure staff understand
that youth are able to make choices for
themselves & having the attitude of needing to
“save” them will not be tolerated as this approach
may seem helpful, it is in fact harmful.

-Always keep other staff and managers about
youth deemed “High risk” (That if a youth
expresses to harm themselves, others or is
admitting to abuse) Its understanding that some
youth may need this approach but to always
remember you are there to provide support and to
witness drug use only.

-By giving unwanted help or telling them you
know what's best for them could potentially make
them not want to come back & would tell others
to stay away. It's important to remember Only
offer help or resources when asked and make sure
to provide options.

Youth OPS-what youth
want 
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-Youth drug use is complicated and parents may
stop by looking for a youth. You must remember

confidentiality is key even if that parent is
desperate. You must inform them about

confidentiality and remember you don't know
what their relationship is like so by saying yes

they are putting them at risk.
 

To remember: 
Youth who use IV are often approached with the
attitude of 'We got to save them' or 'involuntary
treatment is the only way' to help them. Yes it
can be a way to support & or help them but it's
also harmful to have this approach. 'Saving' youth

who are not ready or asking for support is
harmful because it leads them to thinking you will

always be around. You will drop everything to
help them. They can become dependent &

sometimes manipulative for your help. Involuntary
treatment is harmful because you're making a
youth do something when they may not be

ready, or seeking it, and they often will mistrust
the health care system. If themselves or if a

friend ODs, they often will try and wait it out,
which could lead to a death

 

Youth OPS what youth
want cont 
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Youth OPS-what youth
want Cont 

A youth specific OPS would run just like other
OPS just with a focus on youth.

 
*Witnessed injection & OD response

*It must be staffed by folks under 30 with lived
experience with illicit drug use to work the
injection room and support staff, mangers,

supervisors etc. have no age limit
*Be accessible, ground floor so youth wanting to
access it don't have any barriers with security
*Youth specific health care (Nurse, doctor etc.)

access to youth peer support (1-1,harm reduction
education etc.)

*Healthy food, snacks & water (when they come
into the site staff offer food or drink)

*OD response education (Naloxone, stimulant
overamping, benzos)

*chill room
*Crisis response for youth in crisis

*Outreach to encourage youth who are using
outdoors to use in an OPS

*Safe smoking area
*Youth friendly interiors, décor (like slang words

Yeet, Gucci, no cap/cap)
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Involunatry care  
in regards to Bill 22  2020 mental health amendment act, aka

Youth Stabilization Care that would allow involuntary

stabilization care to youth under 19 who go to the hospital

after an overdose. many youth who currently use illicit

substances and do so for a number of reasons whether it be

trauma, coping mechanism, control or sometimes to stay alive.

The reality is youth are using drugs. Youth have expressed that

bill 22 coming into law would mean having more untrust in the

healthcare system which would drastically impact them

accessing health care needs, fear of accessing harm reduction

services and accessing emergency medical services. If a youth is

using with friends and one of them overdoses or needs medical

attention they more then likely will not call 911

It's been shown through a number of published research that

involuntary care does more harm than good. It's also been

shown that youth, specifically youth who are indigenous, street

involved, in care of MCFD, and 2S/LGBTQIA youth would be

placed in involuntary care as a means of last resort care for

youth dealing with substance use.

For indigenous youth this practice goes against the

recommendations of truth and reconciliation. It has the

potential of what indigenous people faced when kids were

taken for residential school, 60s scoop and what's been going

on with the foster care system. The trauma of being involuntary

locked up is the same practice so called Canada implemented

for residential schools. 
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A collective experience of us who been through the foster care

system and been young using substances. been forced into

detox or treatment made our substance use deeper and drove us

to hide our use which in turn put us at greater risk of overdose

Youth coming out of involuntary care would more likely use

again and that use will more likely be the same as they went in

but with their tolerance being lower are at risk of overdosing

and that overdose to be fatal is higher due to the untrust and

fear of healthcare and being locked up again. What ever

happened to keeping kids out of jail? 

As the child representative has said in a report the need for

youth specific harm reduction services is needed for example a

youth ops would be a great first step. Youth should not be

ashamed or guilted into treatment as involuntary care would

be doing. It would be putting youth at risk of preventable

deathAs we all need to understand youth use drugs, it's a

known fact we need to stop hiding it and start teaching harm

reduction education and having open honest conversations

about drug use would mean youth have a better understanding

of drugs,

Involunatry care  

Thankfuly this bill was stopped due to outcry but the

fight contunies as they want to do involuntary care for

everyone  
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YOUTH that use drugs 
Please get your drugs tested 

Demand access to Harm
Reduction services and

education 
fight for seat at the table
of drug policy, decrim and

toxic drug poisonings cause
you have the right to have a

voice at these tables 
Drugs don't make you a bad
person, bad drug policy does 
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The Coalition of Peers Dismantling the Drug War 
Ministry of Propaganda


